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IMPROVE ACCESS TO DATA AND INFORMATION

Show government policies on websites.

SEVEN
RECOMMENDATIONS
TO IMPROVE CHILD
WELFARE AND
JUVENILE JUSTICE
SYSTEMS

People requesting information through the CA Public Records
Act should not be turned away if they cannot provide exact
information.

Post answers to frequently asked questions on websites.
Develop state-level database that supports improved data sharing
between counties.
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CLARIFY TERMS AND USE COMMON LANGUAGE

Use common language and provide definitions for terms used
in forms and by government services.
No youth should feel disadvantaged because they do not
understand the paperwork or the government employee.

REDESIGN INTAKE
QUESTIONS AT
JUVENILE HALL

Questions must
address housing,
mental health, medical
condition, and safety at home.
Social workers should follow up
on all responses and ensure that
each issue is addressed.
Youth should leave the hall with
a clear plan of action.
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EXPAND
SERVICES FOR
TRANSITIONALAGE YOUTH

Being in foster care should not
be a requirement to get help
from the government.
All young adults age 18 to 25
who have a demonstrable need
should be eligible for housing
services.
Extend eligibility for publicly
funded opportunities.
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PHASE OUT
GROUP HOMES

Eliminate the use
of group homes in
foster care.

Ensure that foster homes are
of high quality and that youth
have everything they need to
succeed.
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CREATE
RESPONSIVE
COMPLAINT
PROCEDURES

Create an ombudsman for each
county to collect complaints
about juvenile services and
send them to the appropriate
state agencies.
Youth who are on probation,
detained, or in foster
care should be able to file
complaints easily and expect a
humane response.
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FOSTER A
PROBATION AND
CHILD WELFARE
PARTNERSHIP

Social workers and probation
officers should work
together to fully address
the needs of youth who are
involved with both the child
welfare and juvenile justice
systems.

